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Abstract

Theories of embodied cognition propose that perception is shaped by sensory stimuli and

by the actions of the organism. Following sensorimotor contingency theory, the mastery

of lawful relations between own behavior and resulting changes in sensory signals, called

sensorimotor contingencies, is constitutive of conscious perception. Sensorimotor contin-

gency theory predicts that, after training, knowledge relating to new sensorimotor contin-

gencies develops, leading to changes in the activation of sensorimotor systems, and

concomitant changes in perception. In the present study, we spell out this hypothesis in

detail and investigate whether it is possible to learn new sensorimotor contingencies by

sensory augmentation. Specifically, we designed an fMRI compatible sensory augmenta-

tion device, the feelSpace belt, which gives orientation information about the direction of

magnetic north via vibrotactile stimulation on the waist of participants. In a longitudinal

study, participants trained with this belt for seven weeks in natural environment. Our EEG

results indicate that training with the belt leads to changes in sleep architecture early in

the training phase, compatible with the consolidation of procedural learning as well as

increased sensorimotor processing and motor programming. The fMRI results suggest

that training entails activity in sensory as well as higher motor centers and brain areas

known to be involved in navigation. These neural changes are accompanied with changes

in how space and the belt signal are perceived, as well as with increased trust in naviga-

tional ability. Thus, our data on physiological processes and subjective experiences are

compatible with the hypothesis that new sensorimotor contingencies can be acquired

using sensory augmentation.
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Introduction

In recent years, theories of cognition underwent profound development in cognitive science

[1]. Classical views propose that cognition is precipitated by an internal representation of the

outer world shaped by experience [2]. This theoretical framework of cognition, however, fails

to satisfactorily explain many aspects of cognition [3]. As a consequence, the developing para-

digm of embodied cognition attempts to provide an appropriate and productive framework.

The paradigm of embodied cognition defines cognition as embodied action [4–7]. Even

though the approach of embodied cognition involves divers notions [3–5,8], here cognition is

understood as an activity that includes mind, body, and environment [3]. Specifically, cogni-

tive processes are conceived as being rooted in the body’s interactions with the world involving

perception and action [5]. Embodied cognition in general is theorized as an active and multi-

sensory probing of the environment [9].

Within the framework of embodied cognition, O’Regan and Noë [10] formulated the sen-

sorimotor theory of conscious perception. Sensorimotor theory suggests that learning and

mastery of systematic relations of action and associated sensory information, called sensori-

motor contingencies (SMC), are constitutive of conscious perception. These “rules or regulari-

ties relating sensory inputs to movement, changes and actions” [11] have to be actively

learned. The systematic relations between motor action and associated changes of sensory

input of modality and object-related SMCs are learned by acting in the world, and concomi-

tantly shape how we perceive the world.

The theory of SMCs is supported by experimental work in the field of sensory substitution.

Sensory substitution strives to provide missing or lost sensory information of a specific modal-

ity by another substituting modality. In recent years, many studies provided evidence that the

brain is able to functionally and structurally adapt throughout life to altered afferent input, to

novel experiences due to environmental changes, and to the learning of new skills [12–15].

Already in 1969, Bach-Y-Rita and his colleagues [16] reported that the adult human brain is

plastic enough for blind participants to learn how to use a tactile sensory substitution system

to perceive visual input and thus recognize and localize objects in the environment. Since

then, these results were supported by numerous experiments using vision-to-tactile substitu-

tion [17], or other sensory substitution devices like vision-to-auditory substitution [18,19],

and vestibular-to-tactile substitution [20]. Learning how to use a sensory substitution device

needs time. While subjects learn some perceptual aspects of the substituted stimulus in a very

short time, prolonged training with the device develops a more detailed perception [21–23].

However, it has been argued that no true substitution is achieved, and that acquired skills are

better described by the analogy to reading [24]. Thus, aspects of substituted as well as substitut-

ing modality continue to be relevant. Furthermore, this learning of a new percept much

depends on subjects’ active exploration and manipulation with the sensory substitution device

improving the richness of the perception with increased quality of the sensation and the action

[25]. In line with the SMC theory, the reported perception that was mediated by sensory sub-

stitution grew in detail with prolong training duration and active handling of the device.

With the rapid progress of molecular biology even augmenting sensory perception is no

longer a theoretical question. It is possible to equip mice with the tool set for color vision [26]

or rats with a magnetic sense [27], thus providing them with the means for a new sense. Given

this background, the question arises whether humans can learn to perceive sensory informa-

tion that is not natural in humans. We previously explored this hypothesis using a specially

designed sensory augmentation device, called the feelSpace belt [28–31]. This device mediates

information of magnetic north via continuous vibrotactile stimulation around the waist. Thus,

it provides directional information for which humans do not have a natural sensory modality.
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Sensing the magnetic field is common in the animal kingdom [32–34], but has not been reli-

ably observed in humans. Kaspar et al. [30] showed by evaluating subjective experiences that

training with the belt did not lead to a perception of the magnetic field but instead to highly

differentiated changes in perception of space of the participants. These perceptual changes

included the specific perception of spatial relations of self and objects, an alignment towards

cardinal directions that developed to a new feature of objects, and in many participants, to an

enlargement of a mental map. Eight out of nine belt wearing participants reported the develop-

ment of a new sense of spatial perception, which was not found in control participants [30].

Furthermore, the belt’s information could be used in a meaningful way in addition to sensory

information that is normally used for navigation, such as visual and vestibular information

[35–37]. Even though perceptual and behavioral changes elicited by sensory augmentation are

compatible with the SMC theory, four central aspects are still unresolved.

Therefore, in the present study, we used the feelSpace belt to develop a deeper understand-

ing of sensory augmentation and test the theory of SMCs. First, to develop SMCs new sensory

input provided by an augmentation device has to be actively learned. Therefore, we aimed to

obtain insight into the learning process that is involved in using the feelSpace belt. As SMC the-

ory predicts that learning and mastering a novel sensorimotor contingency is not dependent

on cognitive deliberation, we hypothesize that it involves a procedural learning process. Dur-

ing procedural learning sleep has a beneficial role in processing the information obtained dur-

ing wakefulness and subsequent memory consolidation [38]. In particular, both in humans

[39,40] and in animals [41,42] rapid eye movement (REM) sleep is the most beneficial type of

sleep for consolidation of procedural memory [40,42]. Furthermore, intense periods of proce-

dural learning lead to an increase of power in the sigma frequency range during stage 2 sleep

and slow wave sleep (SWS) [43]. Accordingly, we hypothesize that training with the feelSpace
belt will induce a procedural learning process that is reflected by an increase of REM sleep

duration as well as by an increased EEG sigma power during sleep, especially in the early train-

ing period.

Second, SMC theory predicts that sensory processing cannot be studied in isolation, but by

necessity involves motor structures. Thus we hypothesize that learning of the new sensory sig-

nal with the feelSpace belt induces observable and specific changes in neuronal activity in sen-

sory as well as motor cortex. A number of studies demonstrate neuronal plasticity in healthy

subjects through extensive training. For example, right-handed violinists displayed a spatially

more extended cortical region relating to the intensively trained left hand while practicing the

violin [44]. Similarly, the investigation of London taxi drivers revealed a larger hippocampus

associated with their huge amount of navigational abilities and map knowledge [45]. Several

studies examining learning and use of sensory substitution devices [13,46,47] in sighted and

blind humans observed physiological changes in brain activation patterns with cross-modal

activation and activation of higher cortical areas. Along similar lines, we compare the brain

activity before and after the training with the feelSpace belt in a fMRI paradigm. As the concept

of mastering SMCs proposes a direct relevance of motor action for processing of sensory infor-

mation, we hypothesize that learning to utilize the feelSpace belt as a sensory augmentation

device involves not only low-level somatosensory areas but also higher order motor centers

and areas that are involved in navigation. Specifically, acquiring and mastering the belt’s infor-

mation will induce changes in brain activity involving higher motor centers, such as supple-

mentary motor area and posterior parietal cortex, and brain regions participating in

navigation, like the nucleus caudatus, and the hippocampus.

Third, we hypothesized that once the new sensory input is mastered; it can be actively used

and is observable in behavioral tasks. Path integration, firstly postulated by Charles Darwin

[48], enables homing back to the starting position during the exploration of a new environment
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or in commuting between a nest and familiar feeding grounds e.g. [49,50]. Species who rely on

path integration for foraging typically use global heading information obtained from polarized

light or the Earth’s magnetic field [51–53], which reduces error accumulation during path inte-

gration [54]. As suggested by Nagel et al. [28], humans are also able to use the information of

the magnetic north provided by the feelSpace belt in a triangle completion task. Expanding the

concept of that task, we designed a complex homing task to provide more natural experimental

conditions for testing behavioral changes with the feelSpace belt. We therefore hypothesize that

humans who are provided with the information of the magnetic north via the feelSpace belt will

be able to use this information in a complex homing task.

Fourth, compatible with the sensorimotor contingency theory that postulates that mastery

of new SMCs will be accompanied by changes in the perception of the world [10,55,56], we

hypothesize to find perceptual changes after the training period with the belt. Using a mixed-

method approach of subjective evaluations e.g., [57] we assessed changes in subjective experi-

ences and quantified the extent of changes over the training duration with the feelSpace belt.

As the belt provides additional navigational information through translating the information

of the magnetic north into a tactile signal, we examined both the perception of space in which

participants navigate and the perception of the belt’s signal itself. We predict that in the course

of training with a sensory augmentation device perception of space as well as of the tactile sig-

nal will increasingly be modified.

Consequently, we present a longitudinal investigation involving a seven-week training

period with a sensory augmentation device in natural environment as a test several predictions

of the SMC theory. In four experiments we explore the hypotheses (H) that learning and mas-

tering the new augmentation signal: (H 1) induces a procedural learning process, (H 2) induces

changes in brain activation patterns including the activation of higher motor areas and areas

related to navigation, (H 3) will be observable in behavioral changes in a complex homing task,

and (H 4) will lead to perceptual changes of space and the tactile belt signal, which are correlated

with the training duration. Although, using the sensory augmentation device behavioral results

did not reach significance, both EEG and fMRI measurements provided results compatible with

the SMC theory and subjects reported significant perceptual changes.

Results

Participants

Nine participants (19–32 y, mean 23.67 y, four females) wearing the feelSpace belt all waking

hours formed our experimental belt wearing group and five additional participants (21–25 y,

mean 23.00 y, three females) not wearing a belt formed the control group.

All participants were healthy young adults, without neurologic, psychiatric, or chronic dis-

eases. They were highly motivated and had good introspection and good verbal skills (for

details see [30]). They were selected such that prior to the study they performed plenty of out-

door exercises such as hiking and bicycling. Both groups were asked to continue outdoor activ-

ities dedicating them to an unsupervised navigational training during the seven week training

period for at least 1.5 h/d in natural environment. Belt wearing participants were asked to

explore the belt signal during their navigation activities, while control participants were asked

to observe how they navigated during their navigation activities. Both groups were asked to

pay attention to their space perception while moving in natural environment.

To ensure that dedicated outdoor navigation (from now on called “training”) and motiva-

tion were similar in both groups, belt wearing and control participants recorded their daily

training duration and scored their weekly training motivation. The training duration with the

belt averaged across the training period of 7 weeks was 1.57 h/d (SD = 0.17). The control group
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performed the navigation training without the belt for the same amount of time (1.57 h/d,

SD = 0.55). Both groups rated their weekly training motivation with and without a belt, respec-

tively, over the whole training duration as very high (grand mean of 3.97 on a 5 point Likert

scale; SD belt = 0.30, SD control = 0.34) [30]. Thus, belt wearing and control participants

showed a high training motivation with no differences in motivation and training duration

between groups.

All participants were extensively briefed in a dedicated meeting and provided informed,

written consent before participating.

The feelSpace belt

The augmentation device, which we used in this study, is a further development of the feel-
Space belt designed by Nagel et al. [28]. This belt gives directional information about magnetic

north via vibrotactile stimulation around the waist. Here, we developed a special MRI-compat-

ible version of the feelSpace belt using non-ferromagnetic piezo-ceramic actuators to study the

neural correlates of SMC learning (Fig 1A). An accompanying set of novel portable feelSpace
belts uses the identical piezo-ceramic actuators and ensures that vibrotactile stimulation is

identical in the scanner and in everyday training with the belts (Fig 1B and 1C). Portable belts

in addition contain a control unit, an electronic compass and battery packs to function inde-

pendently and to allow free movement while wearing the belt (see method section for more

details).

Study design

Before the start of the training period, we conducted baseline measurements for all participants

recording sleep EEG, fMRI, and a behavioral homing task and performed specifically designed

and standardized questionnaires as well as interviews [30]. At this time point both groups

revealed comparable results (see in detail in the separate result sections). The sequence of these

Fig 1. The sensory augmentation device. (A) For testing and demonstration purposes the MRI feelSpace belt in the scanner is wrapped around

a dummy with cables connecting the vibrating piezo actuators to an external computer. (B, C) The portable feelSpace belt (1) consists of the

following main components: 30 vibrotactile piezo actuators that are identical to those of the MRI compatible belt (2), compass-control unit (3), an

electronic compass (4), piezo-control unit with identical control as the scanner unit (5), and battery packs (6). Figure A taken from Keyser [58] and

under Creative Commons CC-BY-3 from Schumann [31].

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166647.g001
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measurements was chosen according to the availability of the fMRI and sleep EEG labs. The

same measurements were performed at the end of the seven-week training period (see

Table 1). We chose seven weeks for our training period as a trade of between reasonable bur-

den for the participants and a time period sufficient for the induction of observable effects

[28–31]. In addition to the experiments proper and to the self-guided everyday navigation

training, all participants took part in a supervised weekly outdoor training. The outdoor train-

ings had a large scope from angle turning training to a “treasure hunt” in a natural environ-

ment. The study was performed in four cohorts each lasting for eight to nine weeks with a

seven-week training period.

Our study complied with Helsinki Declaration guidelines and was approved by the ethics

committee of the University Osnabrück.

Hypothesis 1: Training with the feelSpace belt involves procedural

learning, observable in neuronal signatures of sleep

According to previous studies, learning-dependent changes are reflected in general sleep archi-

tecture and tonic EEG activity [41–43]. Specifically, procedural learning induces an increase of

REM sleep duration and changes of power in the sigma frequency range during stage 2 sleep

and slow-wave sleep. Thus, we performed sleep EEG measurements and recorded four nights

per participant. Belt-induced learning was expected to be most prominent in the early training

phase. Therefore, we recorded a baseline night before the start of the study, two additional

nights at the beginning of the training period (first and fourth night), and one night in the last

week of the training period. We excluded one participant from the analyses due to poor sleep

quality (i.e. more than 20% of awake and 20% of stage 1 sleep in the EEG data throughout the

baseline measurement and the first test night). Four independent coders rated the sleep EEG

data following the standard sleep scoring criteria with an inter-rater reliability of above 90%

[59].

The sleep parameters showed a skewed distribution, and we used a one-tailed permutation

test with 105 samples for the analysis. The baseline measurement showed no significant differ-

ences in sleep stage durations between the belt wearing and the control group (belt vs. control

REM sleep duration difference p = 0.46, for all other sleep stage durations p values range from

0.29 to 0.46). Further results revealed changes in sleep architecture in the belt wearing group

after onset of the belt training (Fig 2A and 2B). In particular, we found a significant increase

of REM sleep duration in the belt wearing group (p = 0.037) in the first night after training

onset compared to the baseline night. This increase of REM sleep returned to the baseline level

towards the end of the training period. Additionally, we found a decrease of stage 1 sleep in

the first night of the training period compared to the baseline measurement (p = 0.037). In

contrast to the belt wearing participants, control participants showed an increase of REM sleep

duration towards the end of the training duration, which did not reach significance (p values

ranging from 0.119 (baseline—last night) to 0.412). Furthermore, control participants showed

Table 1. Timetable of measurements.

Before Training Main Training Period Last Week of Training

Sleep EEG Sleep EEG (night 1 and 4) Sleep EEG

fMRI fMRI

Homing Homing

Questionnaires Daily and weekly Questionnaires Questionnaires

Interview Weekly Interview Final Interview

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166647.t001
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no significant changes in stage 1 sleep (p values range from 0.117 to 0.41) and we observed

for both groups (for belt group: p values range from 0.256 to 0.454 and for control participants:

p values range from 0.110 to 0.345) no significant changes for Non REM sleep parameters

(stage 2).

To further analyze learning-dependent changes relative to the baseline night in the EEG

spectrum, we focused our power spectrum analysis on three frequencies (delta: 0.5–4 Hz,

theta: 4–8 Hz, sigma: 12–16 Hz) that are representative of SWS, REM, and stage 2 sleep phases,

respectively. Comparing to the baseline data we performed a separate spectral EEG analysis

computing a 2 x 3 x 2 (group x night vs. baseline x electrode placement) mixed-measures

ANOVA. For the electrode placement we concentrated on frontal and central electrode place-

ment [60,61]. For the baseline night we compared the belt wearing group and the control

group with an independent t-test, which revealed no significant differences between groups

before the training (delta power: t(11) = -1.473, p = 0.169, theta power: t(11) = 0.195, p = 0.849,

sigma power: t(11) = 0.761, p = 0.462). For the delta and theta frequency bands the ANOVA

revealed no significant main effects for group, night or electrode placement (all F� 3.129,

p� 0.105), nor significant interactions (all F� 1.451, p� 0.254). However, in the sigma fre-

quency band we found a significant between-group effect (F(1, 11) = 5.358, p = 0.041) and a

significant within-group effect for nights (F(2, 22) = 7.878, p = 0.003). A follow-up analysis

Fig 2. Single participant and group statistics of sleep EEG. (A) Hypnograms of a belt wearing participant demonstrating the distribution of

sleep stages during the nights (abscissa) before and during training (top to bottom). REM sleep phases are marked in red. (B) Relative

changes in the REM sleep duration for all belt wearing participants and controls during the training period. (C, D) Learning-dependent changes

in the sigma power (12–16 Hz) during Stage 2 sleep at frontal (C) and central (D) electrodes in belt participants and in controls. Error bars

depict SEM. Please note that SEM is influenced by variance as well as group size. An asterix indicates a significant effect.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166647.g002
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using paired t-tests revealed a significant decrease in sigma power from the baseline to first

night of the belt wearing group (t(7) = 5.587, p = 0.001), (Fig 2C and 2D). Towards the end of

the training, sigma power values returned to their baseline levels reflected in the means (mean

baseline = 0.4204, mean last night = 0.4239) and in a significant increase from the first night to

the last night (t(7) = -3.792, p = 0.007). For the control group no significant changes in sigma

power over nights were observed (t(4) = -0.116, p = 0.913, t(4) = 0.855, p = 0.441 and t(4) =

1.289, p = 0.267, for first, fourth and last night respectively). Due to the small sample size, we

also validated all results by using a non-parametric Friedman-test suitable for small sample

size analyses. All results could be replicated.

Summarizing, the sleep EEG measurements revealed in the belt wearing group a signifi-

cantly increased REM sleep duration indicative of procedural learning and significant EEG

sigma power decrease indicative of sensorimotor processing early in the training period.

Hypothesis 2: Training with the feelSpace belt induces changes in

cortical activation, in particular in motor centers and brain regions

involved in navigation

We investigate the physiological basis of sensory augmentation via fMRI measurements. Dur-

ing the recordings the participants viewed a minimalistic virtual environment from a first-per-

son perspective on a monitor. Participants performed a virtual homing task, and a control task
with identical visual and tactile stimuli (adapted from [62]). All participants were wearing the

fMRI compatible version of the belt during the recordings. In half of the trials of either task the

belt was switched on coherently indicating participants’ virtual direction towards an arbitrarily

but consistently defined virtual north via vibration. In the other half of all trials the belt was

switched off to measure path integration abilities in the absence of the belt information. This

resulted in a four factor (2 x 2 x 2 x 2) design: belt (on/off), task (homing/control), group (belt

wearing/control group), and date (before/after training). Here, we concentrate on the four

main effects and the significant two-way interactions.

For the analysis we used a mixed-effects ANOVA to decompose the four factors and report

the main effects of BOLD activation and two-way interactions. We defined regions of interest

(ROIs) to concentrate on areas relevant for sensorimotor processing and spatial navigation

including higher-level regions. We chose the ROIs considering areas previously defined in simi-

lar studies (e.g. [62–65]). The ROIs were analyzed, and results are reported for clusters larger

than 5 voxels when the activation difference was significant with p< 0.05 (FDR corrected).

Table 2 gives an overview of ROIs and significant activations. Fig 3 shows the canonical MNI

T1 weighted anatomical image as a backdrop. Superimposed on the structural scans are the acti-

vation differences in the ROIs with p< 0.001 (uncorrected). Coordinates are given in MNI

space and definitions and labeling of the ROIs were mainly taken from the Anatomical Auto-

matic Labeling atlas from the Wake Forest University Pickatlas [66] and the anatomy toolbox of

SPM [67]. In the figures, we show the planes where the highest number of ROIs and significant

activation differences are visible. Thereby, peak activation differences of single ROIs may lie in

adjacent planes. All figures show the three planes in z, y, x-coordinates of MNI-space.

The main effect belt (Fig 3A) compares brain activation between the condition where the

tactile belt is switched on versus the condition where the belt is switched off. Investigating the

main effect belt, we observe in the on condition a significantly higher bilateral activation as in

the off condition in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) and secondary somatosensory cor-

tex (S2) as well as the insula, superior temporal gyrus (STG), and the right posterior parietal

cortex (PPC). Thus, we see significant activation of somatosensory regions when the tactile sig-

nal of the belt is given.
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The main effect date (Fig 3B) contrasts the activation difference between the pre- and post-

training date. The main effect date shows a differential activation of the premotor cortex and

the supplementary motor area (SMA). Specifically, after the training period the BOLD signal

in motor areas is reduced. The effect date reveals an activation difference between before and

after training in higher order motor areas.

The main effect task (Fig 3C) compares the brain activation differences between the virtual

homing task and the control task. In this main effect we found a significant activation differ-

ence in a large sensorimotor network, including S1, the PPC, medial superior temporal corti-

ces (MST), the insula, the premotor area, SMA, and the cerebellum. Additionally, the

differential activation uncovers a higher activation for the homing task in the caudate nucleus.

We found differential activation of a large sensorimotor network and of areas that are known

to be involved in navigational aspects.

The main effect group (Fig 3D) compares the activation differences between the belt wear-

ing and the control group. On average, the control participants show higher activation of the

hippocampus than the belt wearing participants. The main effect of group shows a difference

in right hippocampus activation between the two groups.

The evaluation of the two-way interactions revealed significant activation differences in the

interactions of date�belt and date�task. The remaining interactions (group�date, group�belt,

group�task and belt�task) did not show significant activation differences in the predefined

ROIs.

The interaction of date�belt (Fig 3E) compares activation differences of belt signal on and

off contingent on the time of recording before or after the training. Significant activation dif-

ferences in the interaction date�belt were observed in regions S2, PPC, MST, and the insula.

Specifically, the activation of S2 revealed significant differences in the belt on> off condition

only in the first measurement before the training period. After the training period there is no

significant activation difference between the belt on and belt off condition in S2. We found a

reduction of belt on/off activation differences after the training especially in the secondary

somatosensory cortex.

The interaction date�task (Fig 3F) compares activation differences in the homing and

control task before and after training with the feelSpace belt. In this interaction we found

Table 2. Table of defined ROIS and overview of activations.

Factors

ROIs Belt Task Date Group Date*belt Date*task

S1 x x -- -- -- --

S2 x -- -- -- x --

PPC x(r) x -- -- x --

MST -- x -- -- x --

STG x -- -- -- -- --

Insula x x -- -- x --

Hippocampus -- -- -- x -- --

Premotor cortex -- x x -- -- --

SMA -- x x -- -- --

Primary motor cortex -- -- -- -- -- --

Cerebellum -- x -- -- -- x

Caudate -- x -- -- -- x

(x = significant activation with p < = 0.05 (FDR corrected), - = no significant activation, r = right)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166647.t002
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Fig 3. Main effect and 2-way interactions in the fMRI data. Significant BOLD activation differences (the activation color-coding is depicted

below the figures) in ROIs in z-, y-, x-planes (coordinates are depicted on top of each panel). (A) Main effect belt (on > off), (B) Main effect date
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significant differential activation in the cerebellum and the caudate nucleus. In the cerebellum,

before the training period the homing and the control task revealed no significant activation

differences. However, after the training we observe a significantly higher activation in the hom-
ing than in the control task. In the caudate nucleus we found no activation difference before

and after training in the control task compared to the homing task, which reveals a higher

activation in the caudate nucleus before compared to after training. These data reveal a time

dependent activation pattern difference in the cerebellum and caudate nucleus for the homing

and the control task.

In summary, the fMRI measurements indicate that sensory augmentation by means of

training with the feelSpace belt involves differential activation patterns including sensory areas

(S1, S2), higher motor centers (premotor cortex, SMA, PPC, STG, Insula), cerebellum, and

brain areas known to be involved in navigation (hippocampus, caudate nucleus).

Hypothesis 3: After training with the feelSpace belt participants

successfully utilize the belt in a complex homing task

To investigate behavioral changes with the belt we designed a homing paradigm as an exten-

sion of the conventional triangle completion task. It consisted of eight carefully crafted, com-

plex, curvy polygons without intersections (Fig 4A). The design of the figures was supposed to

trigger continuous updating (for more detail see method section). While solving the homing

task, participants additionally had to memorize numbers as a cognitive load.

Our main variable was the distance between starting point (Fig 4B, S) and the point where

the participant finished homing (Fig 4B, red dot)), the so-called homing error. A separate anal-

ysis of the angular error led to identical results. For the analysis we rotated polygons and mir-

ror reversed them as necessary to align the optimal homing trajectories (Fig 4A; black dashed

line from H to S with the polygon below). To investigate comparability between groups at the

beginning of the training period we performed an independent t test for the baseline measure-

ment date before the start of the training. We found no significant difference between the belt

wearing and control group (F = 2.901, p = 0.114) at this time point. To evaluate the effect of

the belt information on the navigation performance, we visualized the difference of homing

error in the belt-off minus the belt-on condition for both groups before and after the training

period (Fig 4D). Our data show a decrease in performance in the pre-measurement when the

belt information was given in both groups, hypothetical because of the additional unknown

sensory input. This effect of the belt signal is reversed after training only in the belt wearing

group.

For statistical evaluation of navigational performance we performed a 2 x 2 x 2 (date, belt,
and group) mixed-measures ANOVA. However, the results revealed no significant main effects

of group (F(1,12) = 3.425, p = 0.089), date (F(1,12) = 3.066, p = 0.105), or belt (F(1,12) = 1.446,

p = 0.252), nor for interactions (F(1,12) between 0.298 and 1.217, p values between 0.595 and

0.292).

Summarizing, our results showed no significant change in performance neither for belt

wearing nor control group.

(pre > post training), (C) Main effect task (homing > control task), (D) Main effect group (control > belt), (E) Interaction of date and belt, (F)

Interaction of date and task. Captions color-coding ROIs in Fig 3(A)-(F): S1 lavender, S2 khaki, PPC light green, STG light gray, Insula baby

blue, premotor cortex peach, SMA blue, cerebellum dark gray, caudate nucleus forest green, Hippocampus white, MST pink. (G-L) Blown ups

of planes best depicting peak activations in ROIS of significant BOLD activation differences in two-way interactions: (G) Interaction date x

task, peak activation of caudate nucleus, (H) Interaction date x task, peak activation of Cerebellum, (I) Interaction date x belt, peak activation

of insula, (J) Interaction date x belt, peak activation of PPC, (K) Interaction date x belt, peak activation of MST, (L) Interaction date x belt, peak

activation of S2, (S2 also depicted in I and K).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166647.g003
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Hypothesis 4: Learning of new SMCs with sensory augmentation leads

to perceptual changes that are positively correlated with training duration

To assess subjective perception we developed daily and weekly questionnaires with supple-

mentary weekly interviews for in-depth evaluation of participants’ experiences. To obtain

qualitative and quantitative estimations of changes questionnaires contained open-ended

questions and 5-point Likert items (“not agree” (1), “a little agree” (2), “more or less agree” (3),

“quite agree” (4), to “very agree” (5) or “never” (1), “seldom” (2), “sometimes” (3), “often” (4),

to “always” (5)). In the questionnaires of the control participants’ questions were phrased in

Fig 4. Layout of the homing task. (A) Design of the polygons used in the homing task. (B) Example polygon depicting the homing error (error

between start point and actual end point of participants walk), H = Homing point, point from which participants had to home to the starting point on

their own, S = Start point, red dot = actual end point of participants’ path, grey dashed line H-S = ideal homing segment. (C) Pre- to post-training

comparison of homing errors of belt wearing participants in the belt-on condition. For visualization polygons were superimposed and mirrored

and/or rotated in a way that all of them end up below the dashed line which represents the optimal path from homing point (H) to starting point (S).

An inward error could be observed in the position of the ellipse underneath the homing trajectory could be observed. (D) Effect of belt use (error in

belt-off minus belt-on conditions, positive numbers indicate a reduction of homing error) onto homing error comparing pre- to post-measurement

for belt wearing and control group. Error bars indicate SEM.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166647.g004
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close analogy to the belt questionnaire substituting “with the belt” by “since I train my orienta-

tion” in questions not referring to the belt signal experience as such. Apart from this, we kept

the phrasing of the questions equal. Special items referring to the belt signal experience had to

be excluded in the control questionnaire, naturally (for more details see the method section

below).

Additionally, we evaluated the German version of the NEO-FFI [68] and the ACS-90 [69]

to asses relevant personality traits and the “Fragebogen Räumliche Strategien” (FRS) [70] to

asses navigational behavior. Participant groups did not significantly differ in personality traits

(Mann-Whitney-U-test for NEO-FFI: all Z = -1.67 or smaller, all p = 0.11 or bigger and for

ACS-90: all Z = -1.17 or smaller, all p = 0.30 or bigger). In the FRS for the baseline measure-

ments groups also did not significantly differ (Mann-Whitney-U-test all Z = -0.67 or smaller,

all p = 0.52 or bigger). For the belt wearing group we measured the AttrakDiff2 [71] question-

naire to assess the feelSpace belt. These latter questionnaires and the qualitative data of our

daily and weekly questionnaires have been thoroughly analyzed and published elsewhere [30].

For the analysis of our quantitative data we performed a factor analysis of the Likert items

of the weekly questionnaire to evaluate underlying factors. For the factor analysis, we used the

Guttman-Kaiser Criterion for factor extraction (factors with eigenvalues larger than 1 were

extracted) and used a varimax rotation to rotate the factor matrix. As an item analysis, we cal-

culated mean, variance, and selectivity as well as the item-total correlation for all items. Based

on these analyses, no item had to be excluded for the following factor analysis.

The factor analysis of quantitative items resulted in four factors for the belt wearing group.

The factor loadings were evenly distributed across these four factors and they jointly explained

a major fraction of the variance (see Table 3). Furthermore, the communalities of the individ-

ual items ranged between 0.61 and 0.97, resulting in an average of 0.84. The internal consisten-

cies of items (Cronbach alpha) were between 0.62 and 0.85, with an average of 0.79 for the

factors of the belt wearing group and 0.67 for the factor of the control group. The item “Since

wearing the belt I am more aware of the cardinal directions.” was removed in the statistic from

the factor “space perception” to allow comparability between the belt wearing and control

Table 3. Factor analysis of quantitative data of the weekly questionnaire for the belt wearing group.

Loading on Factors

Questions defining the items #1 #2 #3 #4 r2

With the belt I can give more precise estimations on how streets are related to one another. 0.88 -0.28 0.00 0.07 0.86

With the belt it is easier for me to indicate the position of different places to each other. 0.84 0.33 0.22 0.19 0.90

With the belt I am always aware where I am located in relation to my home. 0.70 -0.43 0.40 -0.11 0.85

Since wearing the belt I am more aware of the cardinal directions. 0.65 0.28 -0.05 -0.41 0.67

I have the feeling that my spatial sense of orientation improved since wearing the belt. 0.26 0.93 -0.03 -0.09 0.95

With the belt I feel safer in a new environment than without the belt. -0.26 0.87 0.10 0.09 0.85

With the belt it is easier for me to orient myself in a new environment than without the belt. -0.09 0.74 -0.21 -0.05 0.61

When I take the belt off my spatial sense of orientation decreases. 0.24 0.66 0.10 -0.60 0.85

I do not perceive the transmitted information of the belt as vibration but as something different. -0.08 -0.15 0.91 -0.27 0.93

I perceive the transmitted information as vibration. 0.25 0.36 0.87 0.16 0.97

After taking the belt off I still perceive a feeling of vibration. 0.17 -0.22 0.83 0.28 0.84

I consciously concentrate on the belt to use its information. 0.03 -0.28 0.03 0.87 0.85

I am always consciously aware of the belt while wearing it. 0.04 0.39 0.09 0.78 0.77

Explained variance [%] 20.76 26.86 19.55 16.58 83.75

The last column (r2) gives the communality of the factor loading for each item.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166647.t003
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groups (see below). We choose the labels for the factors due to the common topics of the

respective questions of the questionnaire: space perception (#1), trust in navigational ability
(#2), tactile belt perception (#3), and conscious belt perception (#4). For the control group the

factor analysis added up to one factor only. This factor had the largest overlap with the factor

space perception of the belt group. Therefore we took the intersection and considered only the

joint items in the following. The factor analysis revealed a good mapping of our 13 items onto

four factors for the belt wearing group (see Table 3) and onto one factor for the control group

where we only considered the 3 corresponding items matching the factor space perception of

the belt wearing group.

For comparability we give here the corresponding item phrasing of the three items loading

on the factor “space perception” for the control group: 1. “Since I train my orientation I can

give more precise estimations on how streets are related to one another.” 2. “Since I train my

orientation it is easier for me to indicate the position of different places to each other.” 3.” I am

always aware where I am located in relation to my home. “. To give an insight into the precise

reports by the participants, we give here examples of citations for the main categories of the

qualitative content analysis [30] of belt wearing participants (BWP) and control participants

(CP).

• The following citations give evidence of a profound change of space perception. “Each place
in space has now, depending on how I am located to it, an additional information, which I can’t
yet connect globally” (BWP 1, week 1). “Space is getting wider and deeper. Through the pres-
ence of objects/landmarks that are not visible my space perception is extending beyond the bor-
ders of what I see” (BWP3, week 6). “The direction is one information more that is always
available. This direction information is no specification of other signals (visual or mental
maps), but is really independent thereof” (BWP 9, week 6).

• The increased trust in navigational abilities is indicated for example by a participant who

stated, “Because of the permanent knowledge of the northern direction a new space perception
develops, a feeling of security” (BWP 4, week 6).

• The tactile belt perception is related to space, “I perceive [the vibration of the belt] as an exis-
tent information about the northern cardinal direction” (BWP 4, week 4). “I perceive the infor-
mation of the belt as a pointer towards the north direction or a pointer towards places, e.g., the
university or my desk at home” (BWP 8, week 2).

• The conscious belt perception is clearly changing over time. “I have the feeling that I don’t use
the belts information consciously not only in known areas any more, but that I use and feel the
signal consciously when I need it. And I need it (. . .) when I have to orientate myself” (BWP 8,

week 5). “Once again I noticed that I just use it [the belt signal] without being aware of
it”(BWP 7, week 6).

• In contrast, statements by control participants give evidence that they have to concentrate

for navigation, “My mental map didn’t change a lot. But I am more aware of it”(CP 5, week

4). “If I concentrate a lot I can integrate other things, e.g., cardinal directions into my space per-
ception. But without deliberately doing this nothing changes” [German original: aber ohne das

bewusst zu machen ändert sich nichts.] (CP 2, week 5).

Thus, the statements of the participants given in the interviews or diaries fully support the

factor analysis of the quantitative questionnaires.

Following the factor analysis, we investigated the changes of the ratings for the four factors

as a function of the training duration for the belt wearing group (Fig 5). In order to test whether

ratings for the factors conscious belt perception, belt information, trust in navigational ability and
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space perception increase over time, we fitted separate linear mixed models for each factor with

the continuous predictor weeks. To account for the dependence between measurements within

individual participants, we modeled individual intercepts for each participant [72]. We found

that all models yielded significant positive slopes, indicating an increase in ratings over time

(Fig 5). The highest increase in ratings is found for the factor tactile belt perception (B = 0.24,

p< 0.001, 95% CI [0.18, 0.30]), followed by the factors conscious belt perception (B = 0.16,

p = 0.001, 95% CI [0.10, 0.21]), trust in navigational ability (B = 0.13, p = 0.017, 95% CI [0.07,

0.18]), and space perception (B = 0.11, p = 0.002, 95% CI [0.07, 0.15]). Using for this factor the

same items for the belt wearing group as for the control group did not change the result

(B = 0.11, p = 0.003, 95% CI [0.05, 0.17]). When we performed the same analysis for the factor

of space perception in the control group, we did not find a significant slope (B = 0.007, p = 0.90,

95% CI [-0.12, 0.14]), indicating that participants’ space perception ratings in the control group

did not increase over time. In the belt wearing group, factor ratings for all four factors increased

significantly over time whereas in the control group ratings for the (only) factor space perception
did not change over time.

In addition, we investigated the difference in ratings for the factor of space perception
between the belt wearing and the control group over the training duration (Fig 5). To investi-

gate comparability between groups at the beginning of the training period we performed an

independent t test for the first measurement date after one week of training. We found no sig-

nificant difference between the belt wearing and control group (F = 0.071, p = 0.794) at this

time point. We then compared whether participants in the belt wearing group showed a

steeper increase in space perception ratings over weeks in comparison to the control group. For

this purpose, we examined how the slopes as a function of weeks differed between the groups

using a linear mixed model. We found that the slope is significantly larger for the belt wearing

Fig 5. Factor ratings for the belt wearing and control group. Ratings for factors trust in navigational ability (black triangles), tactile belt

perception (pink stars), conscious belt perception (light pentagons) and space perception (red circles) for the belt wearing group and space

perception (blue squares) for the control group as a function of weeks. Ratings range from 1 to 5 (not agree to very agree), indicating a low or high

rating for the factor, respectively. Dotted lines indicate fitted lines by a linear mixed model for each factor. Error bars are SEM.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166647.g005
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group in comparison to the control group (B = 0.10, p = 0.005, 95% CI [-0.17, -0.03]). Belt

wearing participants’ rating increase for the factor space perception over weeks was signifi-

cantly larger than in the control group.

Taken together, we observed a continuous increase of the ratings of all factors (space percep-
tion, trust in navigational ability, tactile belt perception, and conscious belt perception) over the

training duration in the belt wearing group. The longer the belt wearing participants wore the

belt the higher they rated all factors indicating a continuous evolution of changes in subjective

experiences over time. In contrast, the rating for the factor (space perception) in the control

group showed no systematic change over time. The comparison of the factor space perception
between belt wearing and control groups revealed a significantly higher rating increase in the

belt wearing group over weeks. Therefore, we can conclude that the training with the feelSpace
belt led to increasing changes of subjective experiences of perception of space and perception

of the belt signal and trust in navigational ability over time.

Discussion

In the present study, we experimentally tested several predictions of the SMC theory by

observing the learning and mastery of a new sensory signal given with a sensory augmentation

device. The increased REM sleep duration in the early training phase with the feelSpace belt

indicated an intensified procedural learning process (hypothesis 1). The decrease in sigma

power only in the belt wearing group at the same time suggested increased sensorimotor pro-

cessing. FMRI measurements revealed during a virtual homing task a differential activation of

sensory and higher motor areas, i.e., PPC, SMA, premotor cortex, and brain areas known to be

involved in navigation (hypothesis 2). Furthermore, after seven weeks of training neither the

belt wearing nor the control group showed a significant increase in performance during a

complex navigation task (hypothesis 3). Evaluation of participants’ subjective experiences,

while using the belt, indicated a continuous evolution of changes with increasing training

duration in the perception of space and of the belt signal, as well as an increasing trust in navi-

gational abilities when using the belt (hypothesis 4). Evaluation of control participants’ reports

revealed no changes of their spatial perception over time. In summary, our results provide no

support for hypothesis 3, but give evidence that the present kind of sensory augmentation

leads to procedural learning, involvement of motor areas and areas involved in navigation

with concomitant perceptual changes in subjective experiences. Our experimental results com-

ply with predictions of learning new sensorimotor contingencies.

Procedural learning

Our hypothesis that training with the feelSpace belt induces procedural learning was supported

by sleep-EEG measurements. Here we found a significantly increased fraction of REM sleep

duration in participants training with the feelSpace belt with a maximum in the first training

night whereas control participants showed no significant changes of REM sleep duration over

the training period. Previous studies on humans [38,39] and animals [41,42] reported that pro-

cedural learning leads to an increased REM sleep duration. Once animals mastered perfor-

mance of these tasks, REM levels returned to normal [73,74]. This observation is in line with

our results, showing that REM sleep duration in belt wearing participants returned to the level

of the baseline night by the end of the seven weeks training period. Taken together, the changes

of REM sleep duration suggest that training with the feelSpace belt induces a procedural learning

process.

To further investigate the procedural learning process we also evaluated tonic EEG activity

during sleep. Fogel et al. [43] reported an increase of sigma power during Stage 2 sleep and
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slow wave sleep following periods of procedural learning. Unexpectedly, we found a significant

decrease in sigma power (12–16 Hz) in frontal and central electrodes during Stage 2 sleep fol-

lowing training onset with the belt whereas control participants showed no significant changes

in the power analysis. In line with our result, however, Campus et al. [75] observed a similar

effect in an experiment on sensory substitution involving supramodal mental mapping both in

blind and sighted subjects. They specifically explored the lower beta frequency band, due to its

role in short-term memory [76] and complex associative functions [77]. In their study in both

blind and sighted subjects, low beta power decreased after active exploration of a virtual envi-

ronment with a sensory substitution device. This decrease was suggested to be associated with

motor programming [75]. Additionally, the power decrease after active exploration of the

environment was proposed to be caused by increased sensorimotor processing after tactile

stimulation [78,79]. Therefore, the observed decrease in sigma power during sleep in the pres-

ent experiment might indicate increased sensorimotor processing and motor programming in

the early training with the feelSpace belt.

Training and involvement of cortical areas

The fMRI measurements during virtual navigation showed that training with the feelSpace belt

influences activation of sensory and higher motor brain regions. We observed a differential acti-

vation in the primary and secondary somatosensory cortex and the insula, structures known to

be involved in sensory processing [80–83]. Additionally, we found a significant activation differ-

ence in the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and in the right posterior parietal cortex (PPC). In

the navigation and control condition participants received tactile belt information and visual

cues in the form of optic flow to solve the task. However, they lacked other sensory information

like vestibular or kinesthetic information. Therefore, we assume that the activation of early sen-

sory areas reflects the processing of the tactile belt signal. The STG is known to be a polysensory

spatial area in which multimodal sensory input converges into higher order spatial representa-

tions [84]. We hypothesize therefore, that the finding of an activation of the STG indicates inte-

gration of tactile signals provided by the belt and visual information [85]. Additionally, we

found an activation of the PPC that contributes to sensory-motor functions and transforma-

tions [86], somatosensory and motor integration [87,88], and spatial attention [89,90]. Taken

together, our fMRI results revealed a differential activation of brain areas known to be involved

in sensory processing and in sensorimotor integration.

We hypothesized that after a training period that is sufficient to induce observable effects

with the feelSpace belt also changes in brain activation would be observable. In our experi-

ments, we observed a significant reduction of activation in SMA and premotor cortex after the

training period. This is in line with previous work on learning to control a brain-computer

interface [91] that found a decrease of initially high activation in prefrontal cortex, premotor

cortex, and PPC once participants learned to master the brain-computer interface. A decrease

of activation in the premotor cortex has also been found as an effect of procedural learning

[92], in line with the results obtained by the sleep EEG described above. Furthermore, the two-

way interaction comparing the belt signal and the time of measurement (date�belt), revealed a

change in the activation pattern. These changes were especially marked in S2, where we found

a reduction of activation differences after the training period. This suggests that belt training is

accompanied by a change of how the belt’s signal is processed. In the literature, the effects of

training on changes in neural functions are heterogeneous: Practice-related activation changes

may result in an increase or a decrease in activation of involved brain areas as well as in a reor-

ganization of activated areas [93,94]. Activation decrease is a common finding in examining

task practice. The main mechanism, which is proposed to underlie activation decreases, is an
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increase in neural efficiency, sometimes called sparsification [95,96], which is suggested to be

the cognitive consequence of greater skills at applying the initial strategy [97]. A reduction of

premotor activity is also compatible with the skilled attention hypothesis [98], which proposes

that the control of attentional processes within a domain becomes an aspect of the skill and

less volitional as the procedural repertoire becomes more flexible and robust against distor-

tions, leading to an improved mastery of the domain. Therefore, our finding of a decreased

activation in sensory and in higher motor areas after the belt training period might indicate a

training induced increase in neural efficiency.

The influence of “navigation” onto cortical activation pattern

As the feelSpace belt delivers continuous information about orientation in space, we hypothe-

sized that this would also modulate activity in brain areas known to be involved in navigation.

To address this question, the fMRI measurements compared a virtual homing task and a con-

trol task in close analogy to the task in Wolbers et al. [62]. In this comparison our results

revealed a higher activation in the homing than the control task in a large sensorimotor net-

work including S1, Insula, PPC, MST, premotor cortex, and SMA as well as in the Cerebellum

and the caudate nucleus. As known from previous work, MST is involved in extracting head-

ing information from optic flow [99,100], reflecting the optic flow in the performed homing

task. SMA is known to be involved in the control, planning, initiation, and execution of move-

ments [101–103]. The premotor cortex is mainly involved in sensory predictions and polymo-

dal motion processing [63], as well as understanding of motor events [104]. As the participants

did not move in the scanner, the activation of these motor areas presumably reflects the imag-

ined movements in the virtual navigation task. The cerebellum was reported to be involved in

predictions about sensory consequences of actions [105]. Furthermore, previous studies found

evidence for the involvement of the Cerebellum in navigation [106]. It was reported that the

caudate nucleus is also involved in navigation [107], especially during route following [108]

and way finding [109]. In the two-way interaction comparing date and task we found signifi-

cant differential activation in the cerebellum and the caudate nucleus. In the cerebellum, we

only observed after the training a significantly higher activation in the homing than in the con-
trol task. The increased cerebellar activation during the homing task could thus be understood

as a reflection of the necessity of predicting the sensory outcome of the imagined movements

in the virtual environment. In the caudate nucleus we found only in the homing task a higher

activation before compared to after training. These results reveal differences in the activation

pattern in the cerebellum and caudate nucleus for the homing and the control task depending

on before or after the training. Unexpectedly, we found a significant activation difference in

the right hippocampus between control and belt wearing participants with a higher activation

in the control group. The hippocampus is a region that is often involved in navigation tasks

[45,110,111]. Hippocampal activation is usually investigated and observed in connection with

memory tasks. Specifically, hippocampal activation is found in tasks when memory retrieval is

relevant for forming cognitive maps [111,112], navigating successfully in learned environ-

ments [45,113], and when tasks include landmarks [114]. Evaluating qualitative reports of sub-

jective experiences of the seven weeks training period of belt wearing and control participants

Kaspar et al. [30] found that the navigation strategies that were used while navigating in natu-

ral environment differed between groups. The belt wearing participants reported to more and

more rely on the feelSpace belt’s information for navigation whereas all control participants

reported to use landmarks and most also city maps. Furthermore, belt wearing participants

reported that using the belt enabled a more intuitive navigation with less cognitive effort [30].

These differences in navigation strategies reported by the belt wearing and control participants
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might relate to the differential activation observed in the hippocampus. Also, Wolbers et al.

[62] found right hippocampal activation in a similar task to ours only in correlation with

pointing accuracy, which they suggested to show strong engagement to be necessary for accu-

rate updating. Taken together, these data demonstrate the differential activation of cortical

areas related to spatial navigation.

Behavioral evaluations

We assessed behavioral changes induced by training with the feelSpace belt by measuring par-

ticipants’ performance in a complex homing paradigm. With our task design, in comparison

to the classical triangle completion task, we aimed at task conditions that were planned to

induce continuous updating of a homing vector against a natural human tendency to solve

homing via survey reconstruction [115]. To make it harder to solve the homing task by means

of cognitive reasoning we additionally added a memory task for increased cognitive load.

Here, improvement of homing performance after the training period with the feelSpace belt

did not reach significance. A number of factors might contribute to this negative result. First,

even though Wiener and Mallot [116] demonstrated in a visual speeded point-to-origin task

that increasing path complexity does not necessarily negatively influence path integration abil-

ities, path complexity might have an influence on performance in a real world navigation task.

This is in line with the predictions of most common path integration models for humans

[115]. Indeed, a previous study investigating a homing task using the feelSpace belt [28] found

an improvement of task performance after the training period with less complex polygons.

Second, recent research on spatial attention of vision and haptics indicate shared attentional

resources [117] and a task dependence of visuotactile processing [118] but no influence of

attentional resources on optimal visuotactile integration. These findings suggest that our dual

task design of path integration combined with a number memory task have not limited the

integration of tactile signals in this complex task. Third, we have to consider that the spatial

dimensions of the homing task were still rather small compared to natural settings. The poly-

gons were of a length of 19–22 m and path completion took less than a minute. This is a scale

where signals supplied by the vestibular system are still reliable. Thus, in the absence of belt

signals participants might rely on the vestibular information. To address this shortcoming,

we designed a large-scale pointing task when studying a congenitally blind subject [31] that

was then also used in a study with a late-blind participant [29]. The results revealed significant

performance improvement for the late-blind participant after the training period with the

feelSpace belt [29]. The results with a congenitally blind subject indicate that performance

improvements with the feelSpace belt depend on the navigation strategy spontaneously

employed by the perceiver, and can be largely enhanced by training a strategy suited for the

information of the belt. The evaluation of the large scale pointing study with sighted partici-

pants is ongoing. Therefore, in the present study we have to consider that the behavioral task

as part of the overall study was not optimized to test for training-induced behavioral changes

with the feelSpace belt.

Perceptual changes

As perceptual changes are an important aspect of SMC theory we thoroughly evaluated subjec-

tive experiences of participants in the course of the seven-week training period. Here, we

report changes in perception following the training and the influence of the training duration

comparing belt wearing and control participants. In the belt wearing group, we found a signifi-

cant increase throughout the training period of subjective ratings concerning space perception,

trust in navigational ability, tactile belt perception, and (the inverted scale of) conscious belt
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perception. This indicates, in line with previous studies investigating sensory substitution

[21,22], that the longer participants train the more detailed perceptual changes occur. Impor-

tantly, the active exploration and training with the sensory augmentation device, as used in

our study, to improve the richness of the perceptual changes is supported by previous studies

using sensory substitution [25,119,120]. In contrast to belt wearing participants, control partic-

ipants actively training their orientation did not report systematic changes over the training

period. Evaluating the development of a new perception of space using the feelSpace belt Kas-

par et al. [30] found that after seven weeks of training eight out of nine belt wearing partici-

pants stated to have developed a new spatial perception. In contrast, no control participant

reported the development of a new space perception. Our finding of a quantitative increase of

rated perceptual changes over time is supplemented by the qualitative analysis of subjective

reports of perceptual changes [30]. The main focus of reported changes in space perception

concerned spatial relations between self and cardinal directions, self and objects, between

objects, alignment of objects towards cardinal directions as a new feature of the objects, and

updating and enlargement of mental maps, which then provided a basis for spatial orientation

[30]. Thus, the increase of quantitative perceptual changes over time and qualitative perceptual

changes when training with the feelSpace belt are compatible with the theory of sensorimotor

contingencies.

Considerations on study design

Our experimental design is a first step of a series of increasingly refined tests using sensory

augmentation. For example, in the present work we compare belt wearing participants with

controls who do not have any directional information and do not wear any belt as such. This

comparison was driven by the aim to have a control group that moves equally in natural envi-

ronment and have the belt as the defined difference. As the SMC theory states the importance

of action for developing new SMCs a possible control would also be a passive training condi-

tion. In fact, a recent study on integration of kinesthetic and vestibular information by EEG in

a virtual reality environment reported significant differences in cortical processing between

active and passive conditions [121]. To apply such techniques in the context of sensory aug-

mentation is an important next step.

As we have a very complex and demanding study design including a series of different

experiments, we had to find a balance between desirable amount of data and the demand on

participants and length of the whole project. This lead to a training duration of seven weeks

for which a former study [28] had shown significant perceptual and behavioral changes. Previ-

ous studies examining sensory substitution [21–23] showed that some perceptual aspects of

the substituted stimulus were learned in a very short time whereas a prolonged training with

the device developed a more detailed perception. Ward and Meijer [22] investigated late blind

subjects with an auditory to vision substitution device and even after several years of daily use

still observed perceptual changes. In line with this finding our subjective data indicate that the

learning process did not asymptote within seven weeks. Thus we hypothesize that a prolonged

training duration would lead to more pronounced training effects. Furthermore, the complex

study design also influenced the number of participants resulting in small unequal groups.

Thus, our results give a first report of effects, which have to be explored in detail with a large-

scale study and an even longer training duration.

Out of ethic considerations we performed our study with adult participants. As previous

studies showed that the human brain is plastic throughout the life span [12,14], we hypothesized

that training with the sensory augmentation device would lead to observable changes in the

brain. One mechanism to induce brain plasticity is crossmodal and sensorimotor activation,
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which could be observed, e.g., in sighted subjects through visual and haptic object recognition

[122,123], in blind subjects in auditory verb-generation [124], in speech comprehension [125],

and in Braille reading experiments [126,127] and in sensorimotor learning [128]. Related to the

theory of the critical period [129], where brain plasticity is assumed to be restricted to a crucial

time gap in early life, several research groups investigated brain plasticity in blind subjects who

were born blind or lost sight early or late in life [130–132]. These groups suggest, in accordance,

that there is a difference of compensatory plasticity in congenitally and late blind subjects with a

susceptible period seemingly before adolescence (in these studies between 12 and 16 years of

age). Therefore, we hypothesize that even though our results suggest procedural learning and

changes in brain activation following the training with the feelSpace belt in our adult partici-

pants that these changes would be even more marked when training with sensory augmentation

before adolescence.

Conclusion

With our study design we introduced a practical possibility to investigate the development of

new sensorimotor contingencies by means of sensory augmentation. The measurements were

designed to test predictions of SMC theory [10,55]. Specifically, compatible with a procedural

learning process, in the early training phase we found indications for increased sensorimotor

processing and motor programming in sleep EEG recordings. Investigating brain activity with

fMRI revealed an involvement of a large sensorimotor network and areas that are known to

participate in navigation. Perceptual changes increased continuously with training duration,

thus supporting the notion of SMCs, which postulates that mastery of sensorimotor contingen-

cies is constitutive of conscious perception [10,55]. The present study motivates us to further

investigate the grounding of conscious perception in the concept of SMCs and the approach of

embodied cognition. Our findings using sensory augmentation in a real world environment

might also encourage practical use in the field of sensory substitution.

Materials and Methods

Our study complied with Helsinki Declaration guidelines and was approved by the ethics com-

mittee of the University Osnabrück. All participants were extensively briefed in a dedicated

meeting and provided informed, written consent before participating.

The feelSpace belt

The feelSpace belt, in its first version designed by Nagel et al. [28], is a sensory augmentation

device that supplies information about magnetic north as vibrotactile information around the

waist. For this, a belt was equipped with an electronic compass, a set of 13 vibrotactile actua-

tors, battery packs, and a control unit that always activates the actuator pointing north. Specifi-

cally, only the one northernmost element is vibrating, as participants feel irritated when more

than one vibration element is active [28].

Here, we developed a special non-magnetic variant of the feelSpace belt for use in magnetic-

resonance (MR) environments using piezo-ceramic actuators. As we are interested in isolating

neural activity selectively related to the directional information conveyed in the tactile signal,

it is essential to keep the vibrotactile signal proper identical between daily training and fMRI-

testing situations. We therefore also developed a set of portable piezo-ceramic feelSpace belts

for everyday use during the training. These portable belts accompany the MRI compatible ver-

sion and utilize the same piezo-ceramic actuators and piezo-driving signals. Hence, our study

on sensory augmentation provides the identical tactile stimulation in training and in all tests,

including fMRI measurements [31,58].
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Both belt variants are made of a modular core unit that entails 30 non-magnetic piezo-

ceramic bending actuators as vibration devices (PL140.10, Physikinstrumente GmbH & Co.

KG, Karlsruhe, Germany). Thus, we more than doubled the spatial resolution of the original

belt. Piezo-ceramic actuators are MR compatible [133,134] and have been used previously in

fMRI experiments [135]. To provide physical stability for the highly fragile ceramics, and a

means of fixation to the belt, each actuator is placed in a custom-made housing build from

resistant PCB material that covers most of the actuator and absorbs moderate shocks. A small

plastic plate glued at one end of the piezo ceramics provides the surface contact of the vibrotac-

tile stimulation to the skin (Fig 6A). For further insulation, piezo-ceramics and electrical con-

tacts are individually covered with an acrylic thin film coating that also provides water-

resistance. Each actuator housing is mounted individually to the belt via a Velcro strip so that

the actuators can be distributed evenly for varying sizes of the belt.

In addition to MRI compatibility, our re-design of the feelSpace belt entails a number of

further improvements over the original version. Electro-magnetic actuators used in the

previous belt have a high-latency onset of activation of typically 200ms, while piezo actua-

tors used here achieve a fast activation onset below 10ms. This allows an almost instanta-

neous change of the tactile signal without noticeable response latencies. Both control logic

and compass were selected to utilize this high speed. Thus, our piezo actuators operate at a

time scale that is close to other sensory information such as vestibular signals, propriocep-

tion or vision [136]. Second, piezo-ceramic actuators allow a precise design of the tactile

vibration signal. Vibration frequency was set to about 178 Hz as an optimal sensitivity to

tactile vibrations is achieved at frequencies between 150 and 300 Hz [137]. Lastly, we dras-

tically increased the number of actuators to a total of 30. The placement of the actuators

now is fine-graded relative to the discrimination thresholds of skin surface around the

waist [138], and the refined angular resolution of the novel belts requires only a small turn

of 12˚ degree for switching to an adjacent actuator and change in sensation. Hence, the

piezo-ceramic belts provide a smooth and low-latency sensation of a counter-rotational

movement when turning around the longitudinal body axis with the belt.

Fig 6. Details of the feelSpace belt. (A) Individual vibration elements feature casing, strain relief of power supply, piezo ceramic

bending actuators, and a stamp. (B) The MRI compatible belt is connected by 60 coaxial cables to a filter box, which in turn is connected

to the scanner room’s Faraday shield. Figures taken from Keyser [58] and under Creative Commons CC-BY-3 from Schumann [31].

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166647.g006
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To prevent electromagnetic disturbances, in the MRI-compatible version of the belt

each actuator is interfaced individually by a shielded coaxial cable of 5 m length connected

to the control electronics via low-pass filters and high quality LEMO connectors. The con-

trol electronics is kept at a maximum distance to the scanner coil and electrically isolated

from the stimulus computer in the experimentation room by an optical cable. For hardware

shielding a 30-channel filter-chain system is contained in three separate fully closed alumi-

num boxes of 10 filters each, which are placed together with an optical control board, a

modular generator for the piezo-driving signal, and six 0.8 Ah sealed lead-acid batteries in

a further enclosing aluminum case. The modular piezo-driving generator uses a dedicated

microprocessor to generate a 178 Hz square wave signal that switches the 22 V DC supplied

by lead acid batteries as the piezo-driving signal. The driving signal in turn is directed to an

individual piezo bender via optical relays, which also provide optical isolation between

actuator and power supply. For electrical shielding, each piezo actuator channel is filtered

with 60 dB low-pass filters at 120 MHz, the approximate resonance frequency of protons in

a magnetic field at 3 T. The filters connect the piezo ground to the enclosing aluminum

case, which is in turn connected with low-impedance to the Faraday cage of the scanning

room to dissipate any high-frequency energy that might have been induced. Dedicated

tests showed that the fMRI feelSpace belt operates without noticeable influences on the

MRI signal.

In the portable belt, the actuator core unit of the belt additionally contains an electric

compass, a central control unit, power supply and management, and the identical modular

piezo-driving signal generator from the MRI variant of the belt. The compass (3DM-DX-3-

25, Microstrain) integrates 3-dimensional accelerometer and gyrometer inertial sensors

with a magnetometer signal. It is one of the smallest orientation sensors of its kind and pro-

vides reliable and highly accurate directional information during the whole range of human

movements. A custom made, Arduino-based control logic reads the compass signal and

instructs the 30-channel piezo-driving board to switch on the actuator that points north. A

GPS unit and data logging on a micro SD card allow quantifying the movement activity as

well as the variety and regularity of the environments explored during the training. High-

capacity lithium batteries provide daylong usage of the belts. A power management circuit

transforms the output voltage of the batteries to the piezo driving voltage and prevents criti-

cal deep discharge of the lithium batteries. Hence, even using sophisticated piezo-ceramics

as tactile actuators, the belt needs only to be charged during the night and can be used with

ease during a full day.

A flexible and water-resistant fabric covers all actuators and electronic parts to provide

comfortable use in both variants of the piezo-ceramic belts. Lithium batteries are extra sepa-

rately encased in fireproof sacks for enhanced security of the participants.

Sleep EEG Measurements

For the part of the project that involves the sleep EEG, an initial interview was conducted to

exclude participants with atypical sleep patterns (shifted sleep times outside the approximate

hours between 11:00 pm and 7:00 am, difficulties in falling asleep, and nocturnal awakening).

One participant (BWP 8) was excluded from all sleep EEG analyses because of poor sleep qual-

ity (more than 20% of awake and 20% of stage 1 sleep in the EEG data throughout the baseline

and first test night, and repeated awakening during the nights reported by the experimenter in

the laboratory). Therefore, only eight participants who wore the belt (five males and three

females) and five control participants were included in further analysis. All sleep measure-

ments took place in the EEG laboratory at the Neurobiopsychology Group, University of
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Osnabrück. Before the start of the experiment, each participant had a 1.5h adaptation and

screening nap. The nap served for participants to get familiarized with the procedure of EEG

setup preparation, the sleep facility, and to reduce the “first night effect” [139]. The nap was

also used as a screening procedure to exclude participants from future involvement in the

experiment due to problems with falling asleep in unusual or unknown environments, and

any types of sleep disturbances. All participants spent four nights in the laboratory, including

one baseline night. Time spent in bed was restricted to eight hours and was fixed from 11:00

pm to 7:00 am for every participant. The first night was used to collect the baseline EEG for

further within subject comparison of subsequent recordings. Further nights were planned in

order to obtain data over a longer period of the learning process. After this learning period,

the data were used to identify effects of using the belt over time. As most noticeable effects of

learning were expected in the beginning of training, recordings were scheduled tighter during

the early training period. The most noticeable effect was expected to occur after the belt on-set

and following early training. Thus, participants spent the first and fourth nights in the sleep

laboratory after the beginning of the training. The last night at the end of the training was used

as the post-training measurement. Before every sleep onset in the laboratory, a sleep-wake

questionnaire was used to screen participants for sleep quality and quantity, sleepiness, caf-

feine, nicotine, and alcohol consumption.

Sleep EEG was recorded with a Ready-to-use EEG Recording Cap for 19/21 Channels by

Easy Cap™. The electrode arrangement was based on the international 10–20 system for elec-

trode placement. Two reference electrodes were placed on the skin above the mastoid bones,

ground placed at FPZ. EEG, EMG, and EOG signals were sampled at 500 Hz and acquired

continuously during the night. Impedances were kept below 5 kOhm at the beginning of each

recording. In addition to the EEG-recording, we used a night-vision camera in a sleeping

room to control participants for body movements during the night.

Four independent judges scored sleep EEG recordings in 30 s epochs according to the stan-

dard criteria (AASM, 2007). All judges established scoring reliability among each other with

above 90% agreement. EEG signals from all 10 channels were filtered between 0.5 Hz and 35

Hz, bad channels were rejected and signals were average referenced. To determine if training

with the belt had an effect on sleep architecture, we compared the duration of time spent in

specific stages of sleep (stage 2, SWS, and REM) from baseline to the test nights. Time spent in

every sleep stage was calculated as a fraction of the whole night duration. A one-tailed paired-

sample permutation test with 105-sample size on the sleep stages duration was applied for

within- and between-group pairwise comparisons.

For further power spectral analysis, EEG recordings were visually inspected for segments

containing artifacts, which were then excluded from all quantitative analyses. We performed

an all-night spectral analysis on the same 30 s epochs for which sleep stages had been deter-

mined. Within each artifact-free epoch, spectral power was calculated using the routine Fast

Fourier Transformation (FFT) technique for 4 electrode derivations (F3, F4, C3 and C4).

Power spectra were estimated by means of the Welch method (50% overlapping with 4 s Ham-

ming windows). We further focused our analysis on three sleep stages (SWS, REM, and stage 2

sleep) and computed average spectral density for three frequency ranges being representative

for each of these sleep stages (delta: 0.5–4 Hz, theta: 4–8 Hz and sigma: 12–16 Hz respectively).

Mean values of log transformed absolute power values for each of these frequency bands were

analyzed separately with a mixed-measures ANOVA with experimental nights and electrodes

derivations as within subject factors and group (belt wearing participants vs. control partici-

pants) as a between subject factor. Each significant finding was followed up with a paired t-

test.
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FMRI Measurements

During fMRI measurements participants viewed a minimalistic virtual environment from a first-

person perspective on a computer screen while the belt provided related tactile signals. The exper-

iments involved experimental participants and controls performing a homing and a control task
with belt on and off, before and after training. This resulted in a complete 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 design.

We used the paradigm of Wolbers et al. [62] to assess modulation of activity of brain areas

involved in path integration. Participants passively traveled along two legs of a triangle and

finally pointed towards the starting location with an MRI-compatible joystick (Fig 7). Instead

of remembering the starting location, during control trials participants were asked to memo-

rize the ego-centric direction of an arrow presented before the onset of the trial, and to point

towards the direction of this arrow again in ego-centric coordinates after traveling along the

second leg. That is, in the control condition participants experienced identical visual and belt

stimulation and also performed an identical motor task, but were not asked to take into

account the changes in the heading direction that are necessary in the homing condition.

Participants saw a minimal visual environment from a first person perspective that pro-

vided only optic flow by a star field composed of limited-lifetime dots (Fig 7A). Virtual motion

was passive to avoid confounding motor activations and to ensure identical travel durations in

each trial and participant. We used eight outbound paths across all conditions. Paths were

comprised of one intermediate rotation and two translations. To allow for identical onsets of

the rotation period, the length of the first translation was kept constant (at 8.5 m). Intermedi-

ate rotations differed in turning direction (left, right) and turning angle (60˚, 90˚, 120˚, 150˚).

Since path integration in virtual environments is most accurate when displacement velocities

resemble those of natural locomotion [140], we used a speed of moderate walking for the

translation (maximum speed 2 m/s) and the rotation (maximum speed 40˚/s). Sequences of

translation and rotation followed the same trapezoid velocity profile with linear increases and

decreases of velocity. The plateau of the trapezoid velocity profile changed according to the

length of the translation or rotation angle. To also keep total travel times constant over all tri-

als, the lengths of the second translation were adjusted depending on the angle of the interme-

diate rotation, i.e., the second leg was shorter for trials with longer rotations, leading to a

constant trial duration of 12 s (Fig 7B). Hence all trials had identical rotation onset times as

well as total durations.

The overall study design contained a pre scanning training session of the homing paradigm

outside the scanner, and the fMRI version of the homing task for the actual measurements.

This allowed us to familiarize participants with the homing paradigm prior to the fMRI mea-

surements. To minimize learning effects during the scanning further, participants also

received training in virtual triangle completion in the horizontal body position outside the

scanner before the actual measurements. Training sessions used a different set of triangles

with different turning angles as those of the fMRI experiment. During training, trial responses

were followed by instant feedback, i.e., by providing an arrow that indicated the correct direc-

tion towards the origin. Immediately before the actual measurements, participants received

one additional training session of 16 trials within the fMRI environment prior to the experi-

mental session proper. Each path was repeated five times with and five times without the belt

information in pseudo-randomized order and with control of sequential effects. This yielded a

total of 160 trials (80 experimental, 80 control). In the horizontal position, virtual north was

arbitrarily but consistently over all trials defined in a virtual “magnetic field” displayed as if

subjects had a vertical position. During travels on outbound paths, the belt signal was continu-

ally updated with respect to the direction of virtual north from the current position in the vir-

tual space. To prepare subjects, each trial started with a static presentation of the virtual
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environment for 4 s that indicated the condition, followed by the outward journey that always

lasted 12 s. At the endpoint of the second translation, subjects used an MR-compatible joystick

to point toward the origin of the travel within a 5 s interval (Fig 7C). Pointing responses were

recorded when joystick deflection exceeded 80% of maximal deflection. During inter-trial

intervals, a black screen was presented randomly for 4 or 5 s. This yielded a net scanning time

of 40 minutes for the experimental and the control conditions, respectively.

Visual path integration involves both the processing of self-motion cues, as well as a work-

ing memory component for changes in distance and direction from the starting point. To iso-

late processes of path integration, a control task was necessary that provided identical visual

Fig 7. Schematics of the fMRI path integration task. (A) Screenshot of the virtual environment and the response arrow. A surface texture of

minimal-lifetime dots provides optic flow during outward journeys. (B) Triangles used in the outward journey traveld by subjects. The first segment

of each triangle had constant velocity and a duration of 4s. The length of the second segment was adjusted according to the prior turning angle to

ensure a total travel duration of 12s in all trials. (C) Flow of the conditions. During path integration, subjects should point the response arrow back to

the starting location. During control, subjects should replicated the angle of an arrow additionally presented at the first static scene of control trials.

Figures taken from Keyser [58] and under Creative Commons CC-BY-3 from Schumann [31].

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0166647.g007
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stimulation and motor responses, a working memory component unrelated to the path, as well

as identical belt stimulation. In the final control session, subjects traveled along the same 80

paths as in the experiments. However, during the initial 4 s starting period, an arrow was pre-

sented in parallel to the ground plane and subjects were asked to remember its direction. At the

endpoint of the translation, subjects had to point into the direction of the arrow shown in the

beginning of the trial (Fig 7C). With the belt, path integration additionally requires somatosen-

sory processing of the belt stimulus. Therefore, subjects also performed the control condition

with and without the belt. In this control condition the global orientation aspect of the belt sig-

nal is irrelevant for the task while the tactile aspect of the belt signal is preserved. Control tasks

were recorded in separate sessions to minimize the possibility that subjects engage in path inte-

gration during the control task. In summary, control trials provided identical visual and

somatosensory stimulation, an identical motor response, as well as a working memory compo-

nent that is unrelated to the travel path but did not require subjects to integrate the path.

For pre-processing of each MRI-run, we discarded the first five scans from further process-

ing in order to reject remaining tissue saturation effects. The remaining scans were slice-time

corrected, spatially realigned to the first volume, and normalized into MNI space using the seg-

mented and structural image. Finally, they were spatially smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian

kernel of 8mm FWHM.

In the first level design, in accordance with Wolbers et al. [62], we separately modeled the

trials’ 12s outbound path and 5s response periods as boxcar functions, which were convolved

by SPM’s canonical hemodynamic response function. A high pass filter was applied to remove

baseline drifts. Each participant’s data from the two measurement dates (pre, post) were mod-

eled separately. Per date and participant, two MRI runs were recorded, interrupted by short

breaks after 25min. Both runs were modeled within a single GLM, as two distinct sessions with

individual intercept regressors. The regressors for outbound paths and response periods were

separately defined for each level of the factors of within-subject factors date, belt, and task. Out-

bound paths with the same absolute turn values of 60˚, 90˚, 120˚ and150˚ were collapsed into

the same regressors. Trials in which participants failed to respond within the response interval

of 5s were defined as a separate regressor and excluded from analysis. Only the outbound path

regressors were used for 2nd level analyses by application of the appropriate contrasts. In order

to account for all our independent factors of interest (group, date, belt, task) in a statistically

sound way, contrasts were derived from the first-level designs. Dependent on the nature of

first-level statistic, these contrast images were then subjected to an appropriate second-level

design using the GLMFlex extension. Specific effects were tested with the appropriate linear

contrasts of the 1st level parameter estimates, and the resulting images were subsequently

entered into a random effects analysis. We tested for main effects of the belt signal (belt), of

homing (task), of control and belt wearing participants (group), as well as before and after

training (date). The goal of this analysis was to assess the effects of all four independent factors

of interest (group, date, belt, task) using a mixed-effects design. Input to the second level con-

sisted of four contrast images from each participant’s pre training and post training first-level

GLMs: Within each first-level model and each level of belt, we subtracted control task from

path integration.

Homing Task Measurement

We designed an innovative homing paradigm as an alternative to the conventional triangle

completion task, consisting of eight carefully crafted, complex, curvy paths. Unlike most ani-

mals, humans have a tendency to solve a homing task on simple figures via survey reconstruc-

tion. Survey reconstruction is based on a segmentation of the path into edges and angels rather
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than by updating of the homing vector [115]. Hence, the design of the figures was guided by

the intention to trigger continuous updating in a paradigm that is less effectively resolvable by

means of a configural strategy. For this purpose, complex figures without easily separable

edges (= no 00landmarks00) comprising less frequent rotation angles (e.g., no 90˚ angles) are

most suitable as these are hard to visualize mentally. While solving the homing task, partici-

pants additionally had to memorize numbers as a cognitive load.

The paths are based on non-orthogonal polygons: two rectangles, two pentagons, two hexa-

gons, and two heptagons. None of the polygons included crossing-overs. Half of the figures

were traversed clockwise, the other half counter-clockwise, with varying homing angles for

each shape. The overall paths were between 15 and 18 m, not including the homing distance.

As we have already a complex study design (date, belt, and group) on unusually difficult poly-

gons we kept the homing segment constant in length over all figures (= 4 meters) even though

in classical navigation studies, both the homing angle and the length of the homing segment

are varied (for conventional practice, see for example [37]). Additionally, pretests showed that

participants did not realize that the length was actually always the same. Wiener and Mallot

[116] demonstrated that, contrary to the predictions of most common path integration models

[115], increasing path complexity did not negatively influence path integration abilities in a

speeded point-to-origin task.

Participants performed the homing task before the start of training (with or without the

belt respectively) and again in the last week of training. All sessions were performed indoors,

in the wind and sun shielded environment of a large hall. They consisted of two exercising

runs and the subsequent actual measurements. During the whole session, participants were

blindfolded and wore earplugs to eliminate both visual and auditory cues. Before conducting

the actual homing measurements, participants underwent two trainings to minimize learning

and habituation effects. This was achieved by familiarizing the participant with his or her envi-

ronment, setting (e.g., moving freely while being blindfolded), and task. In total we collected

32 homing vectors per participant, i.e., one for each condition (pre vs. post; belt on vs. belt off)
for each figure.

The general process of the homing task was similar to procedures described in classical

homing studies: the experimenter guided the blindfolded participant from the origin along a

path by means of the wooden handle bar, released him at the homing point, where the partici-

pant hereupon turned into the direction of origin and walked back using the shortest way.

Meanwhile, the time participants needed to decide in which direction to go was recorded,

until they left an area with a radius of about 40 cm around the homing point.

Additionally our participants had to solve a cognitive load task while performing the homing

task. Standing at the starting point, the investigator read out a list of four numbers the participant

was supposed to keep in mind during the homing task. The numbers were in a range between 1

and 40, resulting in sequences comprising two single-digit and two multi-digit numbers. When

participants reached the assumed starting position, they recited the sequence of numbers.

Subjective evaluations

To evaluate subjective experiences, we designed daily and weekly questionnaires (see also

[29,30]). To assess qualitative experiences and quantitative estimations of changes we used a

mixed method approach (e.g. [57]). Therefore, both questionnaires contained qualitative,

open-ended questions and quantitative 5-point Likert items. The daily questionnaire includes

items measuring the kind and duration of activities participants performed during their daily

training with and without the belt. Additionally, in the daily questionnaire sleep quality of the

last night and participants’ state of health, their happiness, alertness, calmness, and listlessness
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were assessed. Furthermore, participants were asked to write down all experiences they had

during the last day. For the belt wearing questionnaire items relating to the belt were included.

These items asked for how long participants wore the belt and whether technical problems

occurred and if so of what kind the technical problems were. Participants were asked to report

problems with the belt directly, so that a longer training outage could be avoided. The weekly

questionnaire was designed to get insights into possible changes for the aspects of space per-

ception and belt perception, and about influences of training with and without the belt, respec-

tively. Those topics were merged into quantitative items. To get an explicit statement whether

a new sense of space perception developed we included a special single item that had to be

answered with yes or no in both questionnaires. These items were complemented with open-

ended questions concerning changes in the perception of the belt signal (only belt question-

naire), changes of the mental map and changes in space perception (belt and control question-

naire). The questionnaires for the control participants were created in close analogy to the belt

wearing questionnaire with the exclusion of the special belt signal items. Instead of reporting

their experiences “with the belt”, control participants were asked for their experiences after

“training their orientation”. In the control items the phrasing of the items was the same except

substituting “with the belt” with “orientation training” in the control questions. Participants

filled in the daily questionnaire each day at home. These questionnaires were collected weekly

at a meeting in the laboratory where participants also completed the questionnaire and a

weekly supplementary interview.

We additionally evaluated before the start of the training period the German version of the

NEO-FFI [68] and the ACS-90 [69] to asses relevant personality traits and the “Fragebogen

Räumliche Strategien” (FRS) to asses navigational behavior. The FRS was again evaluated

directly after the end of the training ended and two month later. For the belt wearing group we

weekly measured the AttrakDiff2 [71] Questionnaire to assess the feelSpace belt. These results

as well as the results of the daily questionnaire and all qualitative data have been published in

Kaspar et al. [30].
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